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Narrow (weak) 
Intelligence

General (human-like) 
Intelligence

Super (self-evolving) 
Intelligence

?"The Singularity"



Even the best AI will fail if it 
doesn’t provide value for 
people.



Product 
Performance

Time

Level of 
Performance 

(Required by most 
users)

Transition Point 
(Where technology delivers 

basic needs)

Excess Quality 
(Most users are uninterested 
in this region)

Unfilled 
Need

Experience Dominates 
(Technology is “good enough” and 
therefore irrelevant)

Norman (1998)



89% of chief executives expect 
to compete mostly on the basis 
of customer experience – vs. 
36% in 2012.

Gartner Research (2014)



Design-Infused Culture—From the CEO 
down, all members of the organization 
understand and agree that design wil l 

be a distinguishing factor in the survival 
of their products and their companies



The ROI of design-oriented 
companies is 228% higher than 
that of S&P 500 companies.

Rae (2013)



Human-Centered 
Design



Design is the rendering of intentional 
delivery of meaningful service 
experiences, using the best 
technology for the job.



LIFE-CHANGING

EMOTIONAL

FUNCTIONAL

MEANINGFUL
BASE

SOCIAL IMPACT

Bain & Company (2015)



1.Human-centered

2.Co-creative

3.Holistic

4.Sequential

5.Real

6. Iterative

Service Design

Photo by Daria Nepriakhina



“Design is only as human-
centered as the business 
model allows.” 

– Erika Hall



What’s new?
and what’s different with AI-powered services?



We’ve seen shifts before



Seidel et al. (2018)



From tools 
to butlers



From task-doers 
to task-managers



ManualAutomatic AssistantAgentive

Noessel (2017)



1. New interaction 
paradigms



A new interaction loop

Noessel (2017)



Noessel (2017)

Monitor 

Notify 

Suggest 

Identify problems and concerns

Pause and restart 

Tuning 

Handoff 

Takeback 

Practice/Toy run

Capabilities 

Set goals and prefs 

Tuning 

Test drive 

Launch

Disengagement 

"Death"/Exit



ManualAutomatic AssistantAgentive

Hand-off (Human initiates: "Help me", "You do this", "Don’t bother me") 

Take-back (Human initiates: "You’re not doing this right", "What’s the progress?")

Volunteer (AI initiates: "Can I help?", "I see you’re having problems") 

AI Panic ("Not trained for this", "Something is not working", "I don’t understand", <NO RESPONSE>)

Noessel (2017)

Design for understandable initiative-switching



2. Design for trust and 
transparency



• Co-learning and explainability
• Design for transparency
• Calibration of trust based on (mutual!) understanding of the system’s capabilities
• Black-box models don’t inspire trust – this is an uphill battle for human-centered AI
• Beyond the interaction: what about accountability? (Hint: accountability is part of the design)

Design for Trust



https://deepsense.ai/human-log-loss-for-image-classification/



https://cvdazzle.com/



3. Design for data 
collection and usage



Data acquisition through interaction



Make sure you have 
diversity in your rater pool.



“Data is a digital echo of our 
culture. Algorithms are opinions 
embedded in code.” 

– Cathy O’Neill



Our job:
To point AI at problems worth solving 
and to augment human capabilities.



"June is taking something important away from the 

cooking process: the home cook’s ability to observe 

and learn. The sizzle of a steak on a pan will tell you if 

it’s hot enough. The smell will tell you when it starts 

to brown. These are soft skills that we gain through 

practice over time. 

June eliminates this self-education."

www.fastcompany.com/3065667/this-1500-toaster-oven-is-everything-thats-wrong-with-silicon-valley-design



Automating

Augmenting



Key Points

1. Automation vs Augmentation: Who is doing the work? 

2. Human-Centered AI: a new design material and new tools. 

3. How design-infused and AI-infused is your strategy and 

culture?



“Design is only as 
human-centered as the 
business model allows.”
– Erika Hall

“Data is a digital echo of our 
culture. Algorithms are 
opinions embedded in code.”
– Cathy O’Neill
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